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Abstract

DQβ and C4 null alleles have been defined in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, Felty’s syndrome, and in control subjects. Comparison of DR4 positive subjects shows that rheumatoid disease without extra-articular features has no preferential associations with either DQβ or C4 null variants. In Felty’s syndrome there are significant associations with both the class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) DQw7 allele (86% of DR4 positive patients with Felty’s syndrome and 53% of DR4 positive controls) and the class III MHC C4B null allele (50% of patients with Felty’s syndrome and 20% of DR4 positive controls). DQw7 and the C4B null allele are in linkage disequilibrium and the B44-Bf*SC4A*3-C4B*Q0-DR4-DQw7 haplotype accounts for five of 24 DR4 positive haplotypes assigned in subjects with Felty’s syndrome. The results were not accounted for by articular disease severity and suggest that articular and extra-articular forms of rheumatoid disease may be immunogenetically heterogeneous.

The genetic predisposition to rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is poorly understood but partly accounted for by genes within the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). The MHC of man includes class I (HLA-A, B, and C), class II (DP, DQ, and DR), and class III regions (complement C2, Bf, and the duplicated C4 loci, C4A and C4B). Silent or null alleles, associated with absence of the protein product, are found at both C4 loci. The main rheumatoid association is with the serologically defined, class II MHC variant, HLA-DR4. Recombination between DQ and DR loci is uncommon, and DR4 positive haplotypes may be either DQw7 or DQw8 positive according to DNA variation at the DQβ locus, and where the DQw7 allele correlates with the serologically defined DQ ‘Ta 10’ specificity. In RA overall the relative risk for disease in subjects carrying the DR4 specificity is only increased fourfold and it is controversial whether there is preferential association at the DQβ locus when DR4 matched RA and control subjects are studied. 2 3 Rheumatoid arthritis is clinically heterogeneous and the uncommon extra-articular subset of Felty’s syndrome shows an almost absolute association with DR4. 4 In studies of different patient groups Felty’s syndrome has also been shown to have associations at the DQβ locus with DQw7 5 6 and within the class III region with the C4B null allele. The biological significance of these associations is unknown and might represent the independent effects of two genes within the class II and III MHC regions respectively, or a primary association of either DQβ or C4B null variant with the other association being secondary, or both associations might be secondary to linkage disequilibrium with a single gene elsewhere in the MHC. We have attempted to distinguish between these possibilities by parallel studies of both C4B and DQβ variants and their haplotypic associations in patients with RA with and without Felty’s syndrome. The rheumatoid population without extra-articular features has previously been categorised as familial and non-familial and as small differences in the prevalence of DR4 alleles in patients with RA have been noted, 7 these categories have been maintained in this study.

Patients and methods

SUBJECTS

All subjects were white and lived in the British Isles. Thirty four patients with Felty’s syndrome were studied. Felty’s syndrome was defined as classical RA plus splenomegaly reported by a clinician or ultrasound plus white cell count less than 3·5 x 10^9/l and granulocyte counts less than 0·5 x 10^9/l over periods of at least six months and not attributable to drug toxicity. The results of C4 allotyping were reported previously in 20 of these subjects with Felty’s syndrome. Two hundred and eighteen subjects with classical and definite RA 8 and without the extra-articular features of Felty’s syndrome or vasculitis were studied; 64 were probands of multiple case RA families and 154 were unrelated patients with RA without a reported family history of the disease (sporadic RA). HLA-DR antigens were typed in all these subjects, DQβ alleles in 69 DR4 positive subjects, C4 allotypes in 64 DR4 positive subjects, and both DQβ and C4 variants in 28 DR4 positive subjects. Eleven additional subjects with RA without extra-articular disease features were studied because they matched the first 11 subjects with Felty’s syndrome for age, sex, and articular disease severity. One hundred and seventy four controls were studied; HLA-DR antigens were typed in all, DQβ alleles were typed in 74 DR4 positive subjects, C4 allotypes in 74 subjects, and both DQβ and C4 variants in 22. Family material was available for identification of MHC haplotypes and as an aid to identification of C4 allotypes for 54 subjects with familial RA, 24 with Felty’s syndrome, 35 DR4 positive control subjects, and 39 DR4 negative control subjects.
LABORATORY METHODS

DQβ alleles were defined on the basis of restriction fragment length polymorphisms obtained by hybridisation of a DQβ DNA probe to Taq I digests of DNA extracted from circulating white cells. 10 C4 allootypes were defined by agarose gel electrophoresis of neuraminidase and carboxypeptidase B digested plasma or serum samples followed by immunofixation with antisera to C4.11

HLA-A, B, and DR antigens were typed by standard techniques using antisera characterised by a cell panel that was typed with 9th and 10th histocompatibility workshop antisera.

STATISTICS

Statistical significances of differences in marker frequencies between groups were analysed by χ² or Fisher's test.12 Delta (Δ) values were used to express the strength of linkage disequilibrium between alleles at different loci.13 The simple empirical logistic method was used to determine which of the two associations with Felty's syndrome might be primary where there was known linkage disequilibrium between the two markers.14

Results

As expected, the HLA-DR4 antigen was found more commonly in all rheumatoid groups, with 94% of patients with Felty's syndrome, 67% of those with familial RA, and 58% of patients with sporadic RA typing for this antigen compared with 34% of controls (fig 1). The DQw7 allele was found in 53% of DR4 positive controls, 58% of DR4 positive sporadic RA, and in 69% of DR4 positive familial subjects with RA (differences not statistically significant). There were no significant increases in C4 null allele frequencies in familial and sporadic RA groups, though there was a trend for the C4A null allele to be increased in the sporadic RA group and for a slight decrease in the C4B null allele in the familial RA group as previously reported.7

In the subjects with Felty's syndrome the C4B null allele was more prevalent than in RA or control subjects (fig 1), and these differences remained when DR4 positive subjects only (fig 2) were considered (DR4 and the C4B null allele are in linkage disequilibrium). The number of subjects with Felty's syndrome typing for either a C4A or C4B null allele was also increased, but this was mainly accounted for by the increased prevalence of the C4B null allele. The DQw7 allele was also more prevalent in DR4 positive patients with Felty's syndrome than in DR4 positive controls.

Thus the prevalence of both the C4B null and the DQw7 alleles was increased in the group with Felty's syndrome. Within the total population studied there was significant linkage disequilibrium between DQw7 and the C4B null allele (total number of established haplotypes=147; Δ=0·037, χ²=5·84; p=0·015). Within the group with Felty's syndrome 24 DR4 positive haplotypes (table) were assigned in 21 subjects. The most prevalent haplotype in
those with Felty’s syndrome was the haplotype HLA-B44-B*08-C4A*3-C4B*00-DR4-DQw7 which accounted for five of the 24 DR4 positive haplotypes assigned in those with Felty’s syndrome. Haplotypes were assigned in four subjects positive and heterozygous for both markers and in one of these subjects the C4B null allele and DQw7 were on opposite haplotypes (trans).

By simple subdivision of data according to the presence or absence of either DQw7 or the C4B null allele neither association was clearly secondary to the other as the prevalences of the C4B null allele in subjects positive and negative for DQw7 were 52% and 40% respectively while the prevalences of DQw7 in subjects who do and do not type for a C4B null allele were 88% and 82% respectively. The empirical logistic method has been used previously to try to determine which of two associations with a disease may be primary where two markers are in linkage disequilibrium.14 In our study the empirical logistic analysis suggested that the DQw7 association is more likely to be primary (p=0.014) than the C4B null allele association (p=0.3) or the combined effect of both markers (p=0.69).

Eleven further subjects with RA without extra-articular features were chosen as a match for the first 11 subjects with Felty’s syndrome on the basis of age, sex, disease duration, and articular disease severity (radiological). In this small group the prevalence of the C4B null allele was 27% and only three of the seven DR4 positive subjects typed for DQw7.

Discussion

These results confirm the associations within DR4 positive subjects between Felty’s syndrome and both DQw7 and C4B null alleles, which are studied together for the first time in a group of subjects with Felty’s syndrome. DQw7 and C4B null allele prevalences are not increased in subjects with RA without extra-articular disease features so that DQw7 and C4B null alleles seem to be markers within the rheumatoid population for those at risk of developing the extra-articular features of Felty’s syndrome. We cannot account for these associations simply on the grounds of articular disease severity as in a small group of subjects with RA matched for articular disease severity, no trend for a similar effect is seen.

The main HLA association for rheumatoid disease regardless of extra-articular disease features has been with HLA-DR4. DR alleles associated with susceptibility to RA share a common amino acid sequence at residues 70–72 in the third hypervariable region of the DRB1 gene and this sequence has been proposed as the molecular basis for the HLA association with RA.15 It would be of interest to examine the DRB1 encoded Dw subtypes of DR4 in subjects with Felty’s syndrome, though on present evidence the DQw7 and C4B null associations described seem likely to indicate an effect of genes outside the DRB1 locus on disease expression. The associations with these alleles in Felty’s syndrome might represent an independent effect of two genes within class II and III regions respectively, or a primary association of either DQw7 or C4B null alleles with the other association being secondary, or both genes might be secondary to linkage disequilibrium with a single gene elsewhere in the MHC. In the total population studied DQw7 and the C4B null allele are in linkage disequilibrium and the haplotype B44-B*08-C4A*3-C4B*00-DR4-DQw7 accounts for five of 24 DR4 positive haplotypes ascertained in subjects with Felty’s syndrome. In this situation where two markers in linkage disequilibrium are associated with a disease it is often difficult to define which association, if either, is primary. In this study simple subdivision of the data according to the presence and absence of either marker does not show either effect as clearly secondary. The empirical logistic method has been used previously to investigate which of two markers may have a primary association with a disease after allowing for allelic association between the two markers.14 Application of this analysis suggests that the DQβ association is more likely to be primary than the C4B null allele association. Numbers of subjects tested are limited, however, so that these results should be interpreted with caution and do not definitely exclude the possibilities that both associations might be secondary to the effect of some gene elsewhere in the MHC or might represent an effect of separate genes within class II and class III regions respectively. This latter possibility is supported by the finding of a trans association of DQw7 and C4B null alleles in one of only four subjects with Felty’s syndrome positive and heterozygous for both markers and in whom haplotypes have been ascertained. A direct effect for the C4B deficiency is also supported by the variety of molecular mechanisms from which a C4B null allele may arise.16 One mechanism by which a separate class III effect might occur is through a direct effect of the partial C4B deficiency itself. In most cases the immune complexes may contribute to the pathogenesis of Felty’s syndrome17 and as classical complement pathway components have an important role in preventing precipitation of immune complexes18 this is one way in which partial C4 deficiency might be involved.

Thus these studies have shown that Felty’s syndrome has an association with DQw7 and C4B null alleles, which are in linkage disequilibrium on a haplotype bearing DR4. Studies of class II and III MHC variants in other extra-articular rheumatoid disease subsets would be of interest.
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